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making the pilgrimage to the great Murray
Marathon. Many FCC members had successful
marathons and you can read about some of them in
the following pages. In actual fact there has been a

lot of water under the bridge since the Murray
Marathon and quite a few races at which FCC has
been well represented. Again we have a selection of
stories on these races.

The international story in this edition is David

|erram's report on his experiences in New
Zealand's great "Coast to Coast" multi sport event.

This race is an incredible 240 kilometres of
paddling, mountain running and bike riding. Just
reading it made me feel sore. But just to prove that
you don't have to go hard to enjoy canoeing we
have Alex ]ames article on touring on the Murray
on a wet weekend in October with beginners.
Having joined in a casual training session with
some of our canoe polo players I can see why they
are called the Fairfield Gladiators! It is a lot of fun
wielding those paddles and chargrng at each other.
Read Brendan's report on the canoe polo plans for
this season including a new novice team, the
Amazons.

Paddling on those long summer evenings are but
but they tell me paddling
at night has its own rewards.
See

you on the river.

Andrew McConnell, aka Mr Maaic.
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Dear Fellow Paddlers,
Welcome to the March 2001 Fairfield Canoe Club
newsletter. It seems like only yesterday that we
were tying the kayak onto the top of the ute and

a pleasant memory now,

Website : http ://www. canoevic. org. aulf cc/
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Report from the Chair
by Tony Payne

I I lith Autumn already upon us it is probably a

WUl,

late to be saying Seasons Greetiings from

the Board, however we do hope that all our
members enjoyed the holiday season and have
been re-invigorated for the year ahead. The Board
has already had 2 meetings this year and whilst our

progress on some items has been slower than
hoped I am conJident we are moving in the right
direction.
For those who have been doum to the club over
the last 2 months you will have noticed 2 sets of
plans on the noticeboard with sheets provided for
comments and feedback. The first prepared by Alex
]ames shows the proposed new Western side fence
and path repair. This is the top priority project for
the club as we wish to prevent substantial damage
to the concrete slab at the south western corner of
the clubhouse from subsidence and under-cutting.
The plans are currently with builders to be priced
and it is our hope that this work will commence
within the next month.

In conjunction with this project the front
driveway area will also be upgraded. Thanks to a
Benerous offer by Ian McCurdy for the use of heavy
equipment the cost of this driveway upgrade will
be significantly reduced. We will be relying on
voluntary labour from club members so please let
our project supervisol, Alex James or myself know
of your eagerness to help. Keep your eyes open for
the dates when these activities will take place. Of
course during these projects there will be some
disruption to access to the clubhouse and we ask all
members for their patience and common-sense in
avoiding the obstructions.The second set of plans
prepared by Wayne Cook in conjunction with
Karen Hill illustrate a proposal for the construction
of a kitchen area. Tharrks to those who provided
comments on the proposal and we will endeavour
to include the following in the final plan:
o Installation of a double sink instead of a single
o Extension of the front bench top so that it can be
used as a "breakfast bar"
o Allowance in the design for future expansion
e.g. use of oven and dishwasher
o Additional spot lighting.
Michael Loftus-Hills and Natalie Sherlock have
taken on the difficult task of sorting out the club
boats. For those of you who use club boats you will
notice that each boat will have a number on the
deck which corresponds to the rack space. Please
ensure the boat is returned to the correct location

each time it is used. Soon there will be a white
board downstairs to report damage or missing
parts of club boats and we will be asking all users
to follow this procedure.
The Board is currently considering some changes
to the official club rules. The main change would be
to expand the Board from 5 to 7 members, a change
that I believe is necessary to distribute the required

workload of the Board members and to enable ongoing progress of the club. Other changes being
contemplated include modification of the active

membership provision to recognise life long
contribution to the club and the allowance of
restricted proxy voting for meetings. Any of these
proposed changes will need'to be authorised by the
Office of Fair Tiading before being voted on by
members.

A number of club members interested in
will be embarking on a level 2 first aid
It is hoped that we can
expand the number of coaching resources to
complement the excellent service that Zoli
coaching

course through March.

currently provides.
On the canoeing front Fairfield once again had
huge numbers at the Murray Marathon. Hopefully
all the aches and pains have subsided now and all

the paddlers are ready to take on the Winter
Marathon series. By the time this goes to press the

Victorian Sprint and Victorian Marathon
Championships will have been held. We will look
forward to reading about the paddlers
performances in the next edition of the newsletter.
Thanks must go to fenny Hill and Shane Cavagna

for taking on the role of Winter Series Race

Directors. We were pipped at the post last year so I
would encourage all those who can hold a paddle
to give it a go this year - you might be surprised
how much fun you will have.
On behalJ of the Board I would like to extend a
special thanks to Colin Day. Colin recently sold one
of his boats, the proceeds of which he has kindly
donated to the club. This was greatly appreciated
and hopefully will be put toward upgrading the
club boat fleet in the near future.
Finally I would also like to extend a special
thanks to Jenny Hill who volunteered to coordinate

the Clean Up Day activities on the river on March
4th. Thanks also to those who attended - this sort of

community activity is one that demonstrates that
Fairfield can make a positive contribution outside
canoeing.
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Tfie story of Wet 'n Wild...how it all began
by Mandi Coillet

lf,lell,

we're not even sure how we actually ended

UU up with the name Wet 'n Wild, but

I think

there should be a special thanks to Jen's house mate

for coming up with a few options for us (we won't
mention all the options, but needless to say this was
the tamest).
So Wet'n Wild it was for the 2000 Murray River
Marathon. Our aim was to complete the Murray in
the Women's Open K2 division. We liked to believe
that we were highly prepared for the event having
organised our uniforms (I think we spent more
hours in Lincraft than on the water), caps, gloves,

co-ordinating spray covers and fancy drink
systems. However, there was just one small thing

missing. It was the end of November and we
suddenly realised that perhaps we should find
ourselves a boat! And then one sunny afternoory
we happened to bump into two (very) nice boys
who were looking to sell their K2...very convenient
(damn fortunate actually as the way we were going
we would have ended up doing a Tammy Van Weis
effort down the Murray instead).
Our training consisted of about 4 nights on the
water per week after work. We liked to think that we
were training extremely hard each session.
Howevel, it must be said that our 'hard' training
sessions also became hard gossip sessions. Yes,
although it would be strongly denied at the time, we
began expending more verbal energy and less
physical energy. Never the less after a number of
months training a number of times a week togethel,
our topics of conversation held absolutely no shame.

As this was Jen's first full-distance Murray,
it was my job to convince her that we had done
more than enough training and that everything
would be just fine (the reality of the distance and
pain involved had clearly been erased from my
memory since the last time I had done it)! Yes, we
probably could have done more training but it was
too late now, it was December 27.
We were a little concerned that the women's K2
class was included in the last start of each day. This
created some panic amongst Jen and I, and we
decided it best to inform the officials that we were
not a typical K2, and that were in fact probably the
equivalent of a TK1. Anyway, after

some

negotiations, they allowed us to start with the
Men's TK2 Open, which we thoroughly enjoyed!
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lenny Hill and Mandi Colliet still smiling after fizte days
on the riaer.

We managed to get off to a good start and kept
up with the pack for about the first 10 kilometres.
We had another 85 to go!! But we just couldn't keep
up the pace and decided to drop off. We found our
comfortable pace which allowed us to keep up
conversation and to enjoy the scenery (which was
not always just trees and wildlife). Thus, leads us to
the next topic. As I was the front paddler, I was

appointed 'Spotter'. This meant that I was
responsible for 'spotting' desirable scenery
(ie. Paddlers of the opposite sex) and then
informing ]en of my findings. She was chief
'spotter' at the campsites, I was too exhausted to
even be able to keep my eyes open!
On a more serious note, we both had injuries
from our first day's paddle. Due to the strong
winds, ]en had hurt her right shoulder and I had
tendonitis in *y left forearm. Nevertheless, we
battled on in Day 2 which unfortunately was the
repeat of Day 1 due to flooding.
We had a fantastic landcrew. Both our parents
and ]enls sister Karen made up a flawless team who
all worked extremely hard to get us on and off the
water each day. They kept us sane.
Day 3 was by far the toughest for both of us.
It just seemed like itwas never going to end. The only
thing that kept us going was knowing that we would
get a kiss frorr.Zoll at the day's end in Edruca!

Well, it was just two days to go and we would be
crossing the line in Swan Hill. We'd made it to day
3 and there was no way we were packing it in now.
We'd found our comfortable pace and we were
sticking with it. I'm certain howeveq, that our times
would have been significantly faster had we been

paddlers both full-distance and relay, it was a
fantastic experience (I'm never doing it again,
however I do believe Jen could be convinced
another time round!).

able to minimise and co-ordinate our toilet stops.
I initially laughed when ]en would pack her ro11 of
toilet paper into the boat each day, however, I soon
realised it was not such a bad idea. In fact we were
so bad with our toilet stops that we even pulled
over 1.5 kilometres from the finish line at Swan Hill
(we didn't realise we were that close at the time)!
So, anyway despite the length of time it took
Wet 'n Wild completed the 2000 Murray River

Marathon, along with many other Fairfield

lenny and Mandi powering out of a checkpoint.

All

photos: Colliet Collection.

The winter series is fast approaching
Jenny Hill and Shane Cavagna - Winter Series Race Co-ordinators

lairfield is gearing up for a fabulous winter
I series. Its going to be a fun series and a great
chance get lots of fresh air and see Victoria - no
need to hibernate all winter.
For members who have not participated in the
winter series before, it involves fun (or should you
choose serious) races held on very scenic rivers on
Saturdays or Sundays starting 29th April. The
distances and type of craft are your choice, with

numerous races tailored to beginners. Most
beginner races are between 6 to 72 kilometres,
a very manageable distance.
We will continue with last year's process of
placing posters on the notice boards with the next
race details. Keep your eyes on the notice boards.
We will also try to assist in finding boats and
transport should you need it.
We are looking forward to seeing the regular
winter series paddlers again and many more first
time winter series paddlers.
Dust off your paddles and get ready to hit
the rivers.

April
Second Race 20th May
Third Race L0th ]une
Fourth Race 1Lth ]une

First

Race

29th

Warrnambool
Essendon

Nagambie
Shepparton

Would you make the trek to the Warrnambool
Races this year?
We did last year and had a lot of fun.
The Warrnambool Races can be a great weekend
away. Many of us made the most of the location
and spent Saturday afternoon looking around
Port Fairy, a lovely seaside town. We stayed
overnight at the Port Fairy Youth Hostel;
in dorm style units - its great to be surrounded by
familiar Fairfield snoring. Dinner was a high,light;
approximately 20 people jostling for 15 chairs in
a lovely country hotel (we'll book for more this year).
It was an early start on Sunday morning - quick
power breakfast followed by the 20 kilometre drive
to Warmambool. The race is held on a lovely rive1,
Iots of cows, reeds and chocolate aromas to distract
you. Its all over by about 1pm, with time to refuel
at the sausage sizzle before the drive back home.

FCC uniforms

for sale

To paddle and win club points for FCC in the
Winter Series you need to wear an FCC uniform.
FCC uniforms are available from

all items are in stock:
Singlets $33, Shorts $30, One piece $55.
Stephen Beitz and

Gall Stephen on 03 9816 4670 or
0412 968 729 or email reefelec@eisa.net.au
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Jocks, Frocks and Grocks!
An exposd of the Paddies' 2000 Murray Marathon Campaign
by Russell Peace

ussell Peace (aka Rusty) from the notorious
Paddies kayak racing team competed in the
2000 Red Cross Murray Marathon. Rusty shares
with us some insights into the Paddies' most
successful Murray campaign to date.

Whilst Boxing Day in Australia signifies for
many the start of the Sydney-to-Hobart Yacht Race,
test cricket at the MCG or simply restitution after
Christmas Day, for Team Paddy, the 26th December

marks the start of the biggest event on the
endurance sports calendar - the mighty Murray
Marathon. For this, the 32nd year of Murray
Marathons, I had a sense of the Paddies being
much better organised; more laid back and less
laden with testosterone in comparison to previous
years. We had recruited quality paddlers into our
ranks; we had raised sufficient funds to support
our campaign; and we organised groovy team
uniforms to ensure that we stood out from the
crowd. For the sixth consecutive yea1, the Paddy
Machine was once again finely prepared for its
assault on the Murray or, as emblazoned on our
uniforms, ready to paddle hard and party harder!

Breaking with tradition in fielding teams
exclusively in the Mixed Open Relay, for this
campaign the Paddies placed teams in the Men s
Open Relay, the Women's Open Relay and a social
team in the Mixed Open. Our Men's team, the
Paddy |ocks captained by veteran Paddy, Chris
Sando was strengthened by the recruitment of
Roger talaggan and Michael Loftus-Hills (aka
Lofty) from the Fairfield Canoe Club ranks. With
Roger and Lofty providing additional firepowel,
the |ocks were quietly confident of a presence on
the podium at Swan Hill on New Year's Eve,
though we had no real sense of who our
competition would be. Our Women's team, the
Paddy Frocks, astutely led by Annette Kendall also
had high ambitions. Whilst only fielding seven
paddlers for the entire event, the Frocks were racefit, naturally talented and ready to take on
whatever the Murray would serve up. Our social
team was aptly named the Paddy Crocks, given
their propensity for lurking around the riverbanks
in a semi-submerged position. The Crocks, under
Fairfield Canoe Club Newsletter: March 2001

the stewardship of Natalie Sherlock, comprised IT
Consultants, Stone Masons, Telco Engineers and
other dubious characters. Their raison-d'€tre was to
have a lot of fun on the water; to have even more
fun at the numerous Irish Pubs in the river towns
and to wear the Paddy shamrock with pride!
Day L - Yarrawonga to Tocumwal (Thke #L)
Following the traditional Paddy pre-race customs cars blowing head gaskets, navigating to
Yarrawonga via Corryong and queui.g rp for the
traditionally lengthy registration process in the
Murray humidity - the Paddies were ready to race.
In what was the first of many windy days to come,
all three Paddy teams got off to competent albeit
nervous starts. Whilst Roger and Lofty were out of
the blocks quickly for the |ocks, the Mitta Mitta
team were already many boat lengths ahead,
signalling from the outset that the Jocks would
have some very stiff competition for line honours.
Chris Sando and Glenn Anderson waiting for their boat
to come in.

At the end of day one, the Frocks got

to

Tocumwal without incident in first place with a
tidy eleven-minute lead. The ]ocks finished in
second place for the day; well behind the Mitta
Mitta guns, but some fifteen minutes ahead of the
third placed team. Some excitement was added to
the ]ocks' day on the last changeover when a very
chivalrous Glenn Anderson fetched his thermal top
for a shivering Karen Hill from the Frocks. Part way
through this gallant deed and unbeknown to
Glenn, the Jocks had paddled in ahead of schedule
to find only one changeover paddler but no
Glennie! After some targeted screaming and
cussing, Glenn heard the clarion call, sprinted
down to the bank, jumped in and powered away,
albeit a tad chastened. As for the Crocks, a sullen
and very damp Lauren Lindley and Paul Marin
paddled into Tocumwal in last position having
tipped in a record seven times in one leg. Following
some therapeutic team hugs and medicinal tinnies,
they were once again all smiles and ready for the
day two action.
Day 2 - Yarrawonga to Tocumwal (Take #2)
With the riverbanks in flood around the normal
day two course from Tocumwal to PicrLic Point, the
organisers had pragmatically decided to repeat the
day one course/ rather than have some three
hundred-odd motor vehicles bogged on the
Murray. Thus, with the luxury of not having to
pack up camp, the Paddies were well rested and
ready for a big day and night on the river.
In cool but sunny conditions all three Paddy
teams powered away to quick and incident-free
starts. Rose Curtis and Annette Kendall delivered
very strong first and fourth legs to consolidate the
Frocks' overall lead. The Crocks had a fun-filled
day on the water and in the water to bring up the
rear of their category. As for the jocks, we had
competent first three legs with assertive paddling
and quick transitions, but things yet again went
astray on the last leg. Brendan Kenna, a veteran of
some ten marathons, and his erstwhile companion

AIex Lesniowski, zigged when they should have
zagged and motored up an arm of the river that
went nowhere. Ignoring the shouting from other
paddlers to turn back and not registering that the
current had stopped, they blissfully paddled some
two kilometres before getting to the dead-end of
what is now known as "Brendan's Billabong"!
Whilst some thirty minutes were lost with this side
expedition, the Jocks still held second position,

Support cran checking it is safe td launch Liz back into
the

flow.

thoughby the thinnest of margins and of course we

all

delighted

in giving a rather

ashen-faced

Brendan and AIex some light-hearted jibing.
Exemplifying our team mantra of paddling hard
and partying hardel, the Paddies' infamous "booze
cruise" - our sell out party on the Pride of the

Murray Paddle Steamer - got into fuIl swing that
night in our beloved Echuca. This yea1, the invitees
were increasingly diverse with representation from
archrivals, the Ducks, Team Smeg, the Three-eyed
Fish and Black Betty. An abundance of VB, cheap
champagne and Echuca gourmet pizzas helped all
and sundry to replenish their carbo stores, whilst

the competition for who could most colourfully
extol their river heroics got under way. As the
tranquil river views made way for a star lit night,
our two-chap band cranked up the amplifiers and
blasted out the classics as the Paddies and their
river-foes danced and pranced deep into the night.

Day 3 - Picnic Point to Echuca
Following our evening of revelry, the vast majority
of Paddies got off to a slow start on day three of our
campaign. Learning from last year's trap for new
players, I had negotiated with the team Captain to
paddle one of the latter legs of this day. Thus for
myself and few other learned colleagues, our day
started in earnest at Echuca's Caf6 Reana for
serious latt6s, bacon & eggs and other restorative
substances. Whilst we convalesced at what became
known as Checkpoint Latt6, our specialist first leg
paddlers engaged the day.
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Jocks, Frocks and Crocks....continued

Notwithstanding the Frocks' Karen Hill and
Rose Curtis having a sobering pre-start tip and dip,
all three Paddy teams again got off to very smart
starts in what was truly a day of contrasts. In the
steeply-diffed and protected parts of the river, our
boats would glide across the wate4 providing the
opportunity to take in the picture-perfect
surrounds of this part of the Murray and marvel at
the majestic river red gums and vibrant bird life.
Then such conditions, one bend late(, would
abruptly give way to the notoriously fierce Murray
winds that gusted this day in excess of twenty
knots. All paddlers' resolve and skill were put to
the test as they lowered their blades and body
position in an attempt to paddle beneath the wind
and tough out the conditions.
At the conclusion of day three and beyond the
mid-point of our campaign, the Paddies were in
great spirits and ready to push through the final
two days. The Frocks had paddled superbly to
consolidate their first position by some twenty-five
minutes. The Jocks, whilst a significant time behind
the very talented Mitta Mitta team, had taken
ownership of second position with a thirty-five
minute buffer between us and the Once-wereWoodleighs. And the Crocks were having a great
time, steadily moving up the rankings.

Day 4 - Echuca to Torrumbarry
With the winds finally abating, the fourth day of
the Marathon delivered fine and calm conditions
for the Echuca to Torrumbarry stage. At this point
in the campaign one could sense that the majority
of participants were getting into the daily rhythm
of waking early, quickly packing up camp, making
lunch, getting paddlers to the starting line and then
racing off to the successive check points to replace
or re-fuel paddlers. It was also abundantly evident
that everyone, be they competitors, support crew or
spectators were having a fantastic time that only
the Murray Marathon can serve up.
For the Paddies, our day went largely as
planned. Rae Lesniowska and her parbrer-in-crime,
Lou Juracich put in very strong legs for the Frocks
to solidify their premier position. The Crocks'
Linda Tiiplow and Damien Tampling delivered a
tidy leg to see them advance further up the listings,

while the focks paddled strongly to set

Jim
Anderson and myself up to do one of the best legs

of the Murray - the thirteen kilometres into
Torrumbarry which, of course, was not without
incident.
Flying along in our state-of-the-art Mascot
Cycles TK2, with numerous boats on both sides
riding our wash we hit a large log just beneath the
water surface that literally catapulted the boat
skywards. A11I could see from the back was Jimbo
heading for the heavens paddling in fresh air! The
boat crashed violently onto the water, as we both
braced heavily and to our surprise remained afloat
without capsizing any of the wash riders. \{hilst
we suspected that we had damaged the crafg we
powered on for the remaining four kilometres to
consolidate second position for the Jocks.
With our espirit de corps overflowing that night,
the Paddies staked out the Murrabit Pub with the
guitar-strumming Glenn Anderson and Marcus
Glue hosting a traditional Paddy sing-along. With
numerous brews moistening our vocal chords, we
blasted out U2, Paul Kelly and Green Day classics
and along the way made up and rehearsed satirical
songs about our competitor teams. Meanwhile, the
Murrabit locals just looked on with detached
curiosity!

A happy and relieoed Liz Wells at
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the

finish.

Day 5 - Murrabit to Swan Hill
Following our ritualistic blessing from the Cohuna
Pope, the Paddies prepared themselves for the
spectacular start to Day five at the Murrabit Bridge.
Amid high seas and colliding boats, all three Paddy
pairs navigated through the calamity to successful

starts. The ]ocks' Brenda Kenna and Pete
Thompson were particularly noteworthy for their
aggressive wash riding that kept them amongst the
lead paddlers throughout this leg.

With each leg pushing us closer to our final
destination at Swan Hill, the currents became
increasingly turbulent, creating a number of thrills
and spills. Many a paddler was outwitted by
swim. Indeed
a number of the Paddy |ocks and Crocks had
revitalising dips across this day.
Swims aside, all three teams paddled stronger
than ever to set up their final leg paddlers for big
cunning eddies coaxing them in for

a

finishes at Swan Hill. The Frocks' Nicola
Thompson and Kirby O'Brien powered across the
finish line, numero uno, with beaming smiles and
cheers all round. The Crocks' Melanie Watson and
Rod Mason glided across the line with great

elation, though not before an amusing tip two
hundred metres before the end whilst putting on
their finish-line regalia - plastic red noses! And as
for the Men s team, Chris Sando and I managed to
embarrassingly run our battle-weary TK2 agtound
on a mid-river sand bar just before the finish line
and had to summons all of our Latin dance
"shimme-ing" skills to nudge the boatback into the
water. On restoring our composure, we motored
across the line to the sounds of chanting Paddies to
deliver silver for the Jocks.

The Cohuna Pope.

With necks adorned with medals, in true paddle
hard; party harder style, we naturally made Paddy
Curran's Irish Pub in Swan Hill the epicentre of our
victory and New Year's celebrations. As the
Guiness and rejoicing flowed, a deep sense of
camaraderie and fulfilment rose to the surface, as
we ushered in the year 2001.
Four hundred and four kilometres later for Team
Paddy it was another great year on the Murray and

yet again an opportunity to demonstrate that
athletic attainment and having an absolute ball of
need not be mutually exclusive.

ful

lulie Perriam and Stephen Beitz paddled with the
'Think Pink' team tohich came 1st in the TK2 mixed relay.

All

photos: The Loftus-Hills Collection.
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Great Expectations of the Mu rray Marathon
(with apologies to Charles Dickens)
by Lauren Lindley

Are you fit enouglu mentally

The Murray exhausted us all nicely. The
paddlers were at differing levels of fitness.
Including tri athletes who approached the task

tough enough, silly enough or perhaps lonely
enough to take it on?
The Murray Marathon for the social Paddy

from a social and team perspective. While some
may have entertained ideas of kicking it up after
the days work - the truth is most of us looked

Crocks is where you take on a physically, mentally
and socially challenging task with a group of nearly

favourably towards dinnel, bed and shuteye. If you

Is it the sense of adventure, of not knowing what
Ito expect? What could happen to you, can you do
it, endure it, enjoy it

?

total strangers living in close quarters with
anything but the comforts of home. These people
with very diverse personalities will need to trust
and depend on you to be an integral part of the
team and achieve a result over the five ensuing
days. Perhaps this could be described as an'Army
Boot Camp', as my recollection is awakening to the
sound of a bugle at daybreak, with other rules,
regulations and routines.
We were kept very busy. The days events were
systematized - a production line with all of us
having a part to play. FIow can we forget: the

pitching of the tents at night - only to be pulled
down in the morning and packed away for our next
destination. The sandwich lunch machine. The
portable showers and toilets. Evening campsite
meetings to discuss paddling strategies. (How did
the whiteboard get there and whose idea was it
anyway?).

suffered from insomnia prior to the marathon,
sleeping tablets were now not necessary. Besides
we had to lick our wounds in preparation for the
next day.

A Staged Process
Day 1: Bright eyed and bushy tailed" tra la la.
Day 2: Partially in shock, but we can do it better.
Day 3: Becoming weary and cranky and also
starting to get the hang of it.
Day 4: Totally exhausted with the end in sight.
Day 5: Elatioru a surge of energy - mission completed.
The memories which tend to stand out are - the
comrnitment to the team, the generosity of spirit (it
was enough to restore your faith in humanity), the

humour based on a sense of the ridiculous, the
songs at night, the bus trip, the tight timelines always onto the next destination, the missile style
construct of canoe carriage cleverly welded
togethel, those ridiculous paddy hats, and lest we
forget the salad sandwiches. There is nothing more

ARed Cross fficial helping another sore paddler.

satisfying and important than working toward a
goal together as a team, supporting each othe4,
taking the good with the bad - and coming through
whatever happens.

My personal memory of the event
My paddling partner and I had an extraordinary
experience for which we won two awards - we
tried to drown each other! The Paddies Titanic
award and the 'Submarine' award from our
competitors. We tipped in 7 times on the first day
and still finished the leg although we were an hour
Iate, hypothermia had set in and the search party
thing was about to happen. We couldn t give up
because our team would have been disqualified.
Gurgling and wedged between the overturned
canoe and a huge submerged tree - the Murray
pulling me under - Paul plucked me to safety by
the scruff of the neck !!! - mother cat style. We did
10
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Welcome

to the following
new club members
since December 2OOO
Melanie Watson

Ingrid Picl<
l(elly 0'Shanassay

Paul Marin

David Leonard

Simon Logon

Linda Triplow

Neil Maggs

Rod Mason

Jenny Altermatt

Laura Deschamps

Peter Giannakis

Damien Tampling

Dasha l(opecel<

For Sale
C2 Omega, a little over a year old,
very strong boat used for sprints,

with floorboards fitted.
Will sell for $1,800.
Nick Richards
WiIl Darlington was paddling for the Trinity team which
came fourth in the ztery competitirse school relay category.

0417 138 464

laugtu hysterically. And at one stage I am sure I saw
a tow rope miraculously appearing from heaven.
(Could this be lack of sleep? Oxygen? Or someone

spiking my water bottle?). Talk about feeling like
drowned rats, we could have cried - but the
expense of energy wotrld have been too great.
Thanks from both of us to the swat team of land
support people at the finish line to help us recover.
It was a bonding experience, one we will never

forget and hopefully never have to

repeat.

Although we did learn about each other.
Overall The Murray was a great experience, we
all came with different expectations and carne away
with mudr more than we expected. The marathon
is a bit like life.
So for 2007, lt could be - "Round up the usual
suspects and let's play it again Sam".

LAWN MOWING is often used to build
strength and endurance in elite kayl<ers.
Stephen Beitz has a vacancy in his

LAWN MOWING squad. Contact him
now to reserve your position.
A state of the art club
LAWN MOWER is available for
use in these sessions.
As recommended by Zoli.
Gall Stephen Beitz on:
03 9815 4670 os 04L2 968 729
or email Stephen at:
reefelec@eisa.net.au

All

photos: The Loftus-Hills Collection
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Barmah Ganoeing and Camping Weekend
by Alex James

llrith rain pouring down and visibility restricted
IUto about 50 metres it was becoming very
uncomfortable. Soaked to the skin and freezing
cold as the wind howled up the Murray, I was past

wondering what the hell

I was doing here. I

realised I must have been crazy to think that I could
take 12 novice canoeists down the Murray from

Barmah forest to Echuca over 2 days, camping
along the way, and enjoy it.
The boat was filling up with water from the rain
and we had already had a capsize by one crew and
another had been swamped. The river was ruxning
a banker at least 3 or 4 kilometres an hou1, was
loaded with snags and swirlingllke crazy. We were
way behind schedule with camp seemingly hours
away if we ever made it. I felt it was only a matter

Aleisurely paddle gioes you time to take a detour and

check

out the riaer gums.

of time before someone else came a cropper.

A 15 minute lecture on how to paddle

a

Canadian canoe was given on the bank at Barmah
State forest before we set off for the day's paddle.
With most sports (and canoeing is no exception) it's

only by participation that you can really learn and
that means getting on the water.
It was noted that given river conditions that a
swim was likely, and thus lifejackets were zipped,
buckled and secured in place. Nevertheless it was
in good spirits and in bright sunshine with just a

Treoor Archibald

in a well laden

canoe

enjoying the ride.

few grey clouds on the horizon that we set off
downstream from Barmah forest.

HaIf an hour later the frustration of tryzing to
control a misbehaving overloaded canoe had well
and truly set in. There were six boats in the group
and they would come together in the middle of the

river at regular intervals as if drawn by some
powerful magnetic force. Paddling would cease
and any excuse to stop would do, as tired arms
were rested on the gunwales or bodies slumped
forward with elbows resting on thighs. Down
hearted beginner's faces showed the strain.

Oniy another four hours of this fun and we will
be at camp.

Abreak for lunch at Barmah township beach saw
for a hot pie and chips whilst the
rest of us ate pre-prepared sangers, fruit and drank
some juice or coffee. Lig}":rt drtzzle began to fall but
some people off

revitalized from lunch, rest and with new
experiences shared we were back on the water.

12
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Alex James turning around to check why the canoe has
slowed down just as they near Echuca. lt is hard to paddle
and takz a photograph at the same time.

All photos: Thr Archibald Album.

With the fastest boat out ahead, and a tail end
Charlie grving some coaching, the average speed of
the group started to creep up. I began to believe we
might at least make it to camp before dark.
A nasty whirlpool captured the first victim not
long out of our lunch break. Wind and counter
curuents had whipped up waves that swamped one
canoe of the party, but making it safely to the bank
the boat was emptied wet clothes were changed for
dry and off we went again.

An hour or so later cries for help saw us charging
for an overturned canoe caught up on a log. It was
only the shock of the swim that upset the canoeists
in the water and they were in no danger except for

that of having wet gear. With all five canoes
assisting with the rescue and collecting the debris
of the capsize, it wasn't long before all was
accounted for. The swim, although somewhat
unpleasan! brought a new dynamic to the group
due to the teamwork that was required and created
a bond that wasn't there earlier. For the most part
the plastic barrels protected the important stuff
(which should always be double bagged - there is
no such thing as a watertight barrel or a leak proof
bag). It was a timely stop for aftemoon tea that was
gladly taken up by those looking for a break or
sustenance. I was wet through and finding it very

cold and uncomfortable in the wind and rain.
Oranges, snakes and chocolate were scoffed down
and hot coffees brewed.

My dark mood improved

only a little.
An hour later the rain was belting down and the

wind blowing. It's impossible to explain how
quickly my mood changed from one of impending
doom to a moment of almost spiritual ecstasy when
we rounded a bend in the river to see a campfire
burning brightly and warmly on the bank.
One of the gang had wished to come canoeing
but with Matthew at six months and Natasha at less

than 3 years they weren't really ready for a
weekend in a canoe. Mum and Dad decided they
would meet us at a pre-determined spot on the
bank. I couldn't believe that a) they found the
correct spot, b) they hung around in the rain and c)
had a beautiful campfire burning for us.
The slivovitz schnapps was passed around the
soaking throng and the immediate future although

still wet was looking much brighter. The wind
dropped, the weather lightened up and the
temperature stopped falling. It brought back other
memories of terrific times away camping that keep
you coming back for more.

The campfire that night was surrounded by
experienced canoeists keen to tackle the wilderness
the next day. I'm not sure whether the enthusiasm
was naturally occurring or driven by alcohol but it

Confidence was up, stiff muscles were loosening
and it was a good hour before soft bodies started to
show again the strain of constant paddling. Abreak

for morning tea was called and spirits revived. I
was still a little neryous about the speed of the
party when thinking back on the previous day's
progress, so I hurried the crews back into the boats
for the next stage of the paddle. The filthy weather
of the previous day was nowhere to be seen, the
sun shone brightly, the sky a beautiful blue and
birds singing in the trees - true bliss.
I wanted to be off the river before 3pm to ensure
a safe drive home for tired bodies in the light of
day. After the junction of the Goulburn and Murray
rivers speed really picked up and it was only 40
minutes before we called a lunch stop. Checking
the map I realised we had been averaging over ten
km an hour, which is equivalent to flying in
typically slow old touring €anoes. This meant we
had only ten km to go before we were in Echuca.
I realised that the trip was nearly over. I would
much rather be sitting by the Murray with a
magnificent view than in a car on the highway that
will lead to being back in an office in Melbourne the
next day. I wondered if a sickie could be arranged
to allow for another night on the river but some of
the party could smell home and a sense of urgency
descended upon the group.
It was fantastic coming down the river through
the restored port with the steam whistles of the
paddle steamers blowing and watching the
different water activities being undertaken by
tourists and locals alike. We were back on the bank
at the canoe hire all to soon, getting changed,
swapping thanks and good-byes and wondering
where the last two days had gone. I will be back.
The Logistical Details
60km canoeing downstream from Barmah Lake
to Echuca over 2 days was approximately five
hours of easy canoeing a day. Anyone who is
healthy, over 14 years of age and not scared of
getting wet can do it. Only a moderate level of
fitness is required.
We used Echuca Boat and Canoe Hire - $115 per
canoe including drop off.

was there none the less. Surprisingly it was still
there at 9am the next morning when we set off again
in bright sunshine with a light chill in the air, perfect
paddling weather. The river had fallen a few inches
over night but was still running quite fast.
Fairfield Canoe Club Newsletter: March 2001
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Fun and nearly floundering at the Footscray race
by Gary Flanigan

f, t Yarrawonga, a friend of mine, Bob Rollinson,
Afro- th" Putt"rson Lakes Club, had suggested
that we enter the Footscray event in the Veterans
TK2,'1,2 kilometres. (Footscray accommodated
many classes including one for TK1, over 35 novice
paddlers, no less than 2 metre tall, no more than
83kg!! There was one entrant who got first place!)
Bob and I had not paddled together before, we
arrived at about 8.30am and put in some much
needed practice - for about 31+ of an hour. Bob at
105kg, in the front without spray-skirt, compared
to my 82kg odd, tended to give a generous nosedown attitude to the boat, which suggested - to me
at any rate - that we might get some swimming
practice..

During the race, wind generated waves and the

wake off some passing boats caused me to
contemplate the likely depth of the water and
distance to shore buf other than to lap around the
exposed front cockpit, it was more a source of
continuing amusement rather than any real concem.
One advantage of aTK2, evenwithme aboard, is

that you can actually'race' with TK1's powered by
less able paddlers. It was fun, with a capital F, to
natter to others sitting on your wake or striving to
Pass.

in a two-horse race but had
the satisfaction of being able to see our class
winners finishing the race - even i{ they were about
We finished second

km ahead!
)ulie Perriam did very well and was placed first
in her class. Andrew Wright also finished well in
his class. FCC members also had quite a number of
supporters and observers including Margaret Buck,
Stephen Beitz - thanks for the support!
What did I leam? It was great fun; that you must
watch the bloke in front (not the ladies walking the
paths); the 12 kilometres in a TK2 was much
quicker and not nearly as tiring as 28 km in a TK1;
that maybe such a down-slope on the bow is not
advantageous; and that the Maribyrnong River
could, maybe, be quite difficult - Julie says that I
was'lucky'.
1

.

For those innocents, like me, the Yarra and the
Maribyrnong rivers are quite different; the
Maribyrnong is much wide1, has much longer
straights, is less covered with leaves and junk, and
much more exposed and subject to greater wind
interference.
Pre-race procedures worked welf briefing was
adequate but all a bit delayed.
We (and Julie Perriam) were in the Sth of about 8
starts. Given my assistance in the back, we rapidly

slipped well behind our only other Vet TK2
competitor but, to me, it was a wonder we even
stayed not only in the race but, in the boat!

Fairfield scoops trifecta at Deniliquin
by Alex James

fouring

c€uloe, two person, mixed open class was

I

dominated by the Fairfield Canoe Club at the
Deniliquin Sun Festival on ]anuary the 27th with
7st,2nd and 3rd places all going to the FCC.
An exciting race of 20 kilometres from the "Le
Mans" start to the finish for competitors in all
classes in perfect weather on a lovely Edwards river.
The most memorable item of note for the
weekend apparently was not that Joe (with Simon)
had a swim in the first race in their new boat but
that Joe shouted drinks at the hotel the night before

-

cheers ]oe!
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Fairfield was represented well with 12 canoeists,
nearly all finishing in the medals:
Julie Perriam LK1 V35 1st
Shane Cavagna K1 MO 12th

Neil Grierson & Mick Gayfer TK2 MO 1st
JoeAlia & Simon Kenyon Smith K2 V35 2nd
And the TC 2 Mixed Open Trifecta:
Alex James & Rose Curtis TC2 MXO 1st
Iermy Hill & Kevin Hannington TC2 MXO 2nd
Trevor Archibald & Sarah Kortschak TC2 MXO 3rd

The Yarraw0nga race - a first time

racers perspective

by Gary Flanigan

ft amping the night before at a mate's farm I sadly
flnua to keep off the slops as this was to be my
first serious race. Up at about 7.30am and hastily
packed and off - what a beautiful time of the day to
be up and about! I must try it more often!
The only detraction from the beautiful setting at
Yarrawonga was the'subdued roar' of the adjacent
weir. That roaring beast, and the attractive little
eddies thereby created, seemed to disconcert only
me - my darling wife, and all the other ladies,
thought it lovely! "What a great place to hold a
competition"!
Me, I would have preferred a course around the
edge of the lake!
Briefing - well organised and informative - had
come and gone. Time to saddle-up! "But there is no
staging" says My mate, Bob Rollinson from the
Patterson Lakes Club, was helpful as always, "fust
stand astride it and sit down in the bloody thing"
(May I suggest a bit more emphasis be placed on

this particular exercise during some Club training
sessions!).

At the start of our group, TK1's, I held back a bit,
just to grve the others a fighting chance (and, to
keep out of their splashes). Off we went! Everyone,
other than me, splashing madly. Me, fighting to stay
upright! Then off I went, about 30 yards behind,

right at the start. By the first corner, about

1

kilometre downstream, now only 100 yards behind!
Around the comer, splashing madly, just like the
rest of the bunch but who were now 150 yards in
front, what a sight!! Abloody great speedboa! skier
attached, approaching at about 100km per hour!!
Wow, can those skiers do tight turns! What a sight!
A series of tidal waves rapidly approaching, ok
over the first set, what a relief, then holding course
to meet the second ones created by their return trip!
What a ride!
The race progressed as one would expec! me

getting furthet, then further, then much further
behind - it was quite lonely back where I was! Me
passing the time of day nattering to the campers,
remarking on the wonderful cooking smells and
being invited to lunctu as I rushed past on my busy
way, chatting, between gasps, to the safety-boat
crew - some likeable young local lads whilst I

Whilst I was not the winnel, I certainly helped
the winner achieve glory. My panting, and
groaning, frightening to witness, could be heard by
all as I splashed my way down river! The leaders
must have thought I was'hard on their hammer';
the winner covered the distance in a mere t hour 50
minutes! The result? A great day was had by all;
good organisation, great people, a very pretty
course, slight chop on the surface, headwind all the
way, not too hot, more speedboats than river
obstacles, great bunch of sociable chatty campers,
caring (and VERY CONCERNED) safety-boat crew.
I even got a cheer when I finished - so those
blighters should, they had all eaten lunch and had
even packed their boats awayby the time I arrived!
Fancy, third place in the 'older' age group in my
first ever competition (there were only three
competitors!) The winner of the over 55's class, was
a Graham Murray from Ballarat in about 2hr
10min, Bob Rollinson was second in 2hr 22min. My
time, for those interested,2hr 55min.
What did it teach me? Heaps! It was well
organised, great fury enjoyable but very exhausting
and, come Christmas, I must remember to ensure
that I am watching the grass grow no closer than
500 miles to the blasted Murray!!

An invitation to preview the
Murray Marathon Gourse
I, Gary Flanigan, would like to travel down
part of the Murray Marathon course but, being
incapable at this stage of doing 95km in a day,
I would take maybe two days to do each of
the firct few days distances - which would
then account for the Easter holiday period;
we might get to say, Barmah but that would
depend on the time availability of the
traveller and their entourage.
My intention is to have a safety boat crewed
by some friends, and a ground crew - my wife
and the wives of our friends. Are there any
memberc interested in joining our happy band??
No entrance fee, all skiil, care and attention

but, no responsibility other than to have your
carc driven to a suitable location and, an auto
ferry back to the car as and when required.

Enquiries: Gary Flanigan 03 9890 3300

panted alongside.
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It certainly is a long day

- Goast to Goast 2001

by David Jenam

lhe Coast to Coast is a premier multisport euent
I coaering approximately 240 kilometres of road,
mountain tracks and grade 2 riaers.

lt

attracts hundreds

of competitors solne doing the 2 day eaent, some as a
team and 130 of us doing it all in one day - "The longest
day". This year TDas a special occasion. $10,000 prize
money u)as on offer for the first male and first female and
all the past champions had been inaited to compete. John

lacoby (Australia's champion), Steoe Gurney (Neut
Zealand's equiaalent to lacoby), Nooak Thompson also
from Aussie and many more lined up on the starting
line. The eaentual winner was Steue Gurney, Thompson
came 4th and Jacoby Sth. Steae Gurney on the day had

proaen to eaeryone that he truly is the champion of Coast

to

Coast.

For those interested

I

came 49th and
totally dffirent to the ILL with

thoroughly enjoyed it dffirent physical and mental challenges.

Every competitor in the Coast to Coast

will have

their own story to tell of triumphs,
disappointments and adventures. It is my aim
simply to give one perspective on what is a
fascinating and challenging race from Kumara
beach on the west coast to Sumner beach on the
east coast of the South Island.
We stood on the beach at Kumara, 5.30am
Saturday morning. Nervous energy pumping in
our veins, admitting to ourselves that all the hard
work of months of training will finally pay otr.
Behind us the moon shines across the inward
bound sea and we huddle together awaiting the
starters horn. In a matter of minutes with very little
ceremony Judkins wishes us farewell and sounds
the horn. Utter chaos erupts as bodies clamber up
the beach to the track for the 2.8 kilometre sprint to
ourbikes. Inthe partial light the leaders canbe seen
slowly extending their lead over the rest of field.
Our bikes arrive and with complete confusion
and haste we prepare ourselves for the 58 kilometre
rycle to Deception bridge reminding ourselves that
this is going to be a long day and we should be
pacing ourselves. Adhering to the advice of others
we pace ourselves, forgetting about the leaders
whom have formed their own pack. We trundle
along a dozen working togethel, finding a system
that minimises onr efforts. We wonder where our
mates are, "I was sure they were only just in front
oI me", unbeknown they are behind enjoying the
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effects of a cycle pack that now numbers near a
hundred. The dozen initial riders continue to push
the pace but to no avail. Each time the masses re-

group at the bottom of the next rise. It appears
many riders are happy to conserve energy for what
will be a very long day.
Nearing the finish of the first leg there is a mad
sprint for the transition. |ostling for position in
preparation for a frantic change over to the 26
kilometre mountain run leg. Off with one camel
back on with another, off with the rycling shoes on
with the socks and runners, fill the pockets with
food and o[ yes, I don t need the rycle helmet. In a
matter of minutes we con{ront fl"re support crew
with anxious demands of assistance and then off
not even acknowledging their efforts or well being
but simply focusing on the task ahead - the
daunting run up Deception river to Goats pass and
down the Mingha river to Klondyke corner. Like
sheep we follow, some already stumbling others
showing incredible agility as we prance across the
rocks and head for the hills. And all the time we are
questioning whether we should go fastel, "I feel
fine, maybe I can runharder -but you only want to
finish and it's going to be a long day". So the body
reaches a compromise and settles for a pace that
could go for 4 to 6 hours no matter what length of
time it takes to accomplish this run. We lift
ourselves over boulders/ we wind our way in and
out of bush and cross rivers hoping to find an
advantage that will make the run shorter. All the
time left goes in front of right and right in front of
Ieft and we progress up the Deception river. Along
the way we are photographed crossing rivers,
shuffling up rises and clambering through bush.
Encouragement comes from another competitor as
he jogs along side. We exchange a few comments
on our progress and then re-focus on the task
ahead. Nearing Goats pass our efforts turn to a
walk as the terrain becomes steeper and boulders
larger and then the hut, it comes in sight and what
a relief it is to finally get to the top of the run. Some
boardwalks mean we can finally stretch our legs
and find a rhythm but this is immediately
interrupted by a sharp down hill over rocks.
Another river and then into the bush, eye foot coordination is slowly becoming accustomed to the

With the wind at your back and the speedo over
40 km/hr, food becomes an important ingredient. It
is a race, so the joy of passing those that passed you
on the run is an injection of adrenaline. A glance at
the watch tells a sorry tale nearly 6 and half hours
and along way to go. The kayak transition soon
approaches, some drink, more food and a brisk jog
down to the river. The focus on the paddle turns to
questions of stability, endurance, pain relieve and
survival. Spray skirt oru life jackef drink system,
helmet on, now paddle. The water is low and slow
and one wrong decision would mean being
beached on a partially exposed rock bed. Cramp in
the legs and tiredness in the body soon reveals
itself. The kayak will require a strong mind to

Daoid in pain as he gets out of the kayak knowing that he still
has the road ride to do.

roots and rocks. A grassy stretch allows one to
stride out but comes to an abrupt halt when face
down in the mud. A look back reveals a rock
hidden by the strands of native grass, a rock that by
the day's end will have claimed many victims. The
riverbeds of the Mingha near and we finally get a
sense of achievement. At this point of time 3 and a
half hours has passed and to go any faster isn't an
option. The body plods on aware that no aches and
pains exist only the need to proceed to another
discipline. Another GU, another drink and we
regain our mental composure. Klondyke corner is
in view, the pace quickens and although runners in
front proceed in one direction others back their race
plans and run in another hoping to gain an
advantage nearing the final stages of the run. A
lone voice of the support crew yells out
encouragement and the crowd acknowledges your
achievement but your mind turns to the 15
kilometre bike ride and in minutes the mountain
run is history.

overcome the effects from the morning's efforts.
Having paddled the river only days before, most
corners, braids and cliffs resemble a sense of
familiarity. Progress is slow but cautious. No need
to swim in this exhausted condition. We enter the
gorge and round a hay stack rapid. No need to
climb the big standing waves today, the slow water
along the side will be adequate. Another paddler
passes by, confident and strong in technique. We
round another bluff and to my amazement he
stands by the river's edge emptying his boat. There
is always carnage on this rive1, its hidden eddies
and whirlpools even at such a low water level are
no match for exhausted souls. Slow and steady the
river passes by. A noticeable soreness in the bum
becomes apparent and made worst with fidgefing
and continual repositioning. Towards the end of
the gorge a need to stretch the legs and get the

blood circulating takes priority and although
paddlers pass by I assure myself I am doing the
right thing, walking up and down the riverbank.
Regaining composure I paddle onto Woodstock. A
familiar land mark signifying the end of the gorge
and the start of the final stretch to the finish. Now
the benefits of doing the course a few days before
the race take benefit. No wrong turns and use the
fast water are the goals. The pine trees, the power
poles and then the bridge all reassuring landmarks
signifying the end of the paddle. Once again the
enthusiastic support crew meet you with urgency.
The anguish and grimace on ones face as they move
the bum and legs to exit the boat say it all - it has
been a long and weary paddle. The bike waits but
not before a stumble up a hill and into a paddock.
What a relief to be out of that kayak.
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Gopst to Goast 2001....continued

Level 2 First Aid Gourse

The bike speeds along up the hills and onto the

by Margaret Buck

flat. Already focused on catching the

next
competitor and regaining some race positions the
bike speeds along 4Q 42 then 4Skm/hr. Where is
this much spoken of head wind? We turn a couple
of corners. Bang, the speedo commences its descent
35, 32 then 3Okm/hr, it will be a long ride into
Christchurch as the head wind rears its ugly head.
Each couple of kilometres another competitor is

with each passing another injection of
energy is consumed. The kilometres slowly tick
over and time continues to pass. The mind

passed,

wanders, howhad the 2 day competitors pulled up,
where were the mates you had started with this
morning, will there be any relieve from this head

wind? Nearing Christchurch, the trafhc lights
become a hindrance. Tired after 13 and a half hours
the last thing you want to do is stop and pull your

feet out of your cleats. Couldn't the cops who
waved the leaders through have waited another 30
minutes, its only nearing 8 o'clock? Then the
realism hits, we began at 6am and the body has
been physically exerting effort for nearly 14 hours.
The smell of sea air engulfs the nostrils and the
words on the signposts signify Sumnel, the race is
nearly over. The encouragement of the crowds keep
you going, the build up of parked cars and the sight
of multiple sport cars with their kayaks and bikes
perched high on the roofs signifies the finish. Over
the guttel, off the bike, a sprint to the finish. A beer
in one hand, a congratulations by |udkins and the
smile grows larger and larger and then remains as I
realise I have successfully completed the Coast to
Coast Longest Day in just over 14 hours. It is an
arr:.azing feeling standing in the waters at Sumner

Beach. Thoughts

of

tiredness,

a

sense of
ability but

aclrievement, the feeling of pride in ones
also an air of emptiness as your life for the last 6 to

8 months has been dedicated to training for this
event and in one day it is over and the minds asks
what next...

The

Level 2 FirstAid Course is currently underway

I with seven FCC members participating in

conjunction with Grierson's Office Supplies.
Held in Preston, the seven FCC members,

with

staff from Grierson's, are enjoying a lively and
informative program covering abrasions, bleeding,
CPR and snakebites (which is good as our friendly
tiger snake has been seen again at the landing).
It's great to have members who are willing to
complete this course to expand safety at the club.
Several of these members are completing the Level
2

FirstAid Course

as

it forms part of the requirements

for Levei 1 Coadres. They can then complete a Level
1 Coaching Course. This will help to expand the
depth of coadring talent at FCC, which is one of the
attractions for new and efsting members.

I

receive details of upcoming Level 1
Coa'ching Courses, I will inform members.
Thanks to Neil Grierson for organising the Level

When

2 First

Aid

Course.

FCC memorabilia

needed!
lean out your cupboards, get out those old
photos, documents and newspaper clippings
and spread the word to help build the FCC History
Collection.
FCC started as a canoeing club in 1919 and
through past and present members, has already
collected some memorabilia that was displayed
at the FCC 75th and 8fth birthday celebrations.
However, we would like to expand the
memorabilia of the early years of the club further.
Can you help?
For a club of Fairfield's age, it is very important
to keep track of its history, especially the early years
as past members of this period have moved on
from the club and are not often in regular contact.
FCC is planning a night of history later this year
and would like to include new history
contributions as well as what has already been
gathered watch the FCC newsletter for more
details.

If you have any informatior; photos, stories, etc,
please call Margaret Buck on 03 9489 0556.
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' Amazons to Amaze

Win! Win! Win!

by Brendan Kenna

anoe Polo is developing rapidly at Fairfield
with news of the emergence of a new novice
Team to be known to friend and foe as the
" Arr.azorls". We're not sure if it refers to the fabled
warrior women or the wild people of South
America but the team rejected their original name
the Cappucinos as it sounded a bit frothy.
Sarah Flanigan has agreed to lead the new team
of dodgem kayak all-stars. Because the teams both
play on Mondays there will be sharing of boats and
gear and teams will have some supporters for most

The FGG spot the
paddler Gompetition

matches.

Many new members have been recruited and have
impressed at our training sessions. All members
know how to resurface using the tip of another boat
and at least 3 can esky roll when required.
The new polo squad members include Greg
Blackman, Julie Camilleri, Paul Kenna, Eleanor
Whyte, Rachel Heath, Shane Cavagna, Lisa Ellis
and Kelly O' Shanassy. We will also adopt 3 players

If

so, write your answer on a sheet
of paper and send it to:

Tony Payne, FCC Competition 0fficer,

from other teams.

We played a tournament on the Yarra in
February and played some difficult opponents but
came out with our chins up with 2 wins 3 losses.

Including a win against an E-grade side. Julie
Camilleri played 5 games for us that day - the first
time she had tried a polo boat.
The other news is that the Gladiators impressed
enough at the recent tournament that they have
been put up to E-grade. fust as well or we would
have had to play against the raw and dangerous
Amazons.

The season begins on March sth at

Can you identify this
Fairfield Ganoe Gluh member?

the

Brunswick Pool and continues each Monday night
until mid June. Take a look some time.

84 Heller Street, West Brunswick 3055
or hand directly to Tony at a Sunday
morning session.
Don't forget to include your name on the
entry as well. Note family or relatives of
the photographed member are excluded
from this competition.
The prize

will be your pick of one of the

fabulous Fairfield Canoe Club bodysuits,
singlets or shorts.
Entries close last mail April

l2th.

Boat Racking
space at the club is
llbasically full so space for new boats can not be

fiurrently the racking

o Please be sure to clearly mark your boat

immediately granted. Managing the space in a fair
manner for all members has proven difficult due to:

o Please do not leave additional boats or different

o Unidentified boats in racks
o Boats being moved from their original racks

.

New and different boats being left in the racks
without notification to the rack coordinator

with

your name and to place it back in your rack only
boats in the clubhouse without notifying
Tony Payne 9380 2863. Any arrangements
made between members must also be notified.

If you have any suggestions for improving the
boat storage please notifiy Tony.
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Lumberiacks are OK
Entertainment at StudleY Park
recently
Roger Tralaggan and |im Anderson
supplying
of
tradition
a
begun
Rose has
fallen tree'
cut uP the Dudley's (next door)
their
enjoying
the
for
Punters
entertainment
Well done guYs!
first
cappuccinos at Studley Park' The
beginner
.uppr".irro run of the year had Rose's
Clean UP Australia
and
side
g""*g out of the kayak on the wrong
Up Australia
the
The clubs contribution to "Clean
It"ppiog into the river rather than onto
strange and
imitations
Day" coordinated by IennY Hill saw
landing. Subsequent weeks have seen
was out
unusual craft out on the water' Glenn
by other club
of this first dunking of a beginner
the "tub"
with his rubbish tub taped on top of
"dunker" while
members. On one occasion the
the clubs more
pushed
he normally paddles' Some of
still enjoying the "dunkees" swim was
the C7
to the
competitive paddlers were aboard
in by another cappuccino run regular
competing in
collecting rubbish and ended up
delight of the crowd'
The C10 was
the sprints during Zoli's session'
are the K1'
crowds
the
with
popular
Also
for
out as well providing a stable platform
of strong
With bravado brimming after a couple
hit the litter
Helen using her hockey skills to
their
lattes, adventurous TK paddlers borrow
into the boat.
cases the spin
mates K1 for a brief spin' In some
two panicky
soon becomes a swlm after one or
Deep water recovery?
supPort strokes.
MLH
After falling at the end ofZoilr's straight
his
was swimming out of breath and watching
You can't keeP a good editor down
helpful
paddle float down the river' The ever
on
Our enthusiastic past editor Meron' always
helped
Wemer came to the rescue and carefr:lly
past
the lookout for an article, was walking
After
Michael recover his boat and paddle'
a sheet of
Margaret BucKs house and notices
water
the
rescuing the gear Michael realised
the newsletter
to
contribution
Marg's
with
paPer
was only waist deep and walked unassisted
who
left out for collection by the current editor
to the bank!
it the previous day' Ever efficient Meron
missed
types the information into her note book
editor'
computer and emails it to the current

Don't be shy!
We want to know what

you've been up to contribute an article to
the next FCC Newsletter.

Contribution deadline:
8th |uly 2007
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